eCommerce has been well established for several years, particularly using Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) over private or value-added networks. The advent of Internet and the World Wide Web has given a further push to eCommerce and has been dramatically changing the way business is conducted. Enterprises, in order to be competitive, form powerful business alliances that offer services and products by utilizing the autonomous and heterogeneous infrastructure provided by the independent partners. Such extended corporations reach out not only with business relationships. They also integrate their business processes and information systems with company value chains being transformed to integrated value chains for efficiently supporting this new model of extended enterprises. This paper gives an overview of the technological challenges for B2B eCommerce and integrated value chains. It explains how adaptive business objects and controlled interoperability on one hand, and e-services on the other, are the key enabling technologies to the challenge of integrated value chains and then discusses how business transactions can be combined with eServices to provide flexible electronic business solutions.
INTRODUCTION
eBusiness is a fast growing area in the new Internet economy. The rapid adoption of eBusiness models is shaping the future of global businesses. The enterprise is no longer limited to the internal systems of a company, but spans the entire value chain, incorporating trading and distribution partners as well as customers. As a consequence, businesses increasingly integrate their value chains by redesigning their structures to move from hierarchical -with a focus on management control -to horizontal organizations -built around business processes, teamwork and empowerment. Thus, by coordinating, collaborating and integrating with other partners, enterprises create an extended virtual enterprise. Company value chains are transformed to integrated value chains in order to support the requirements of the new extended enterprises.
Value system integration can be defined as the process by which multiple enterprises within a shared market segment collaboratively plan, implement and manage the flow of goods, services and information along the value system in a way that increases customer-perceived value and optimizes the efficiency of the chain (Dobbs, 1998) . Company value chains are transformed into integrated value systems if they are designed to act as an "extended enterprise", creating and enhancing customer-perceived value by means of cross enterprise collaboration. The concept of integrated value system is expected to have major impact, allowing companies, and ultimately customers, to benefit from reduced inventories, cost savings, improved value added goods and services to customers, and tighter links with business partners. In these settings, business systems can no longer be confined to internal processes, applications and data repositories, rather they span networks of enterprises, incorporating systems of trading-and distribution-partners as well as customers.
Connectivity to the Internet, and the effective exploitation of available Internet service technologies is both the cause and the effect of new ways to conduct business electronically. A number of business and technology -driven requirements are key driving forces that enable successful development and deployment of integrated value system applications. Success in this environment requires adoption of methods and technologies that support this expanded model of the networked enterprise. These include: 1. efficient business process management technology for modeling and automation of business processes that span business entities; 2. efficient business-to-business communication for secure and reliable exchange of information and transactions with trading partners over public networks such as the Internet; 3. efficient enterprise application integration technology for combining missioncritical legacy systems -throughout the networked enterprise -with new business components. These technologies make it possible to support cross-enterprise collaboration at various levels of granularity: · Supporting discrete, and possibly short term, activities between small teams working across enterprise boundaries, e.g., participating in isolated business processes.
· Enabling a tactical response, for example at a business unit level, to capture a market opportunity or to react to a competitive threat. · Sustaining long term, strategic eBusiness arrangements that integrate an enterprise's core processes with its supply and value chain, and affinity groups, resulting thus in complex multifaceted virtual businesses. This chapter gives an overview of the information infrastructure to support eBusiness and integrated value chains and, in particular, discusses the role of eServices and transactions. Firstly, it describes some essential requirements for integrated value chains, namely new business models that offer a new way to deliver value to customers, cross-enterprise interoperability that is essential for the operation of the entire value chain and aspects related with leveraging legacy systems. Subsequently, it discusses the role of legacy systems for integrated value chains. It then concentrates on two main approaches to creating integrated value chains: the homogeneous vs. the heterogeneous approach and the corresponding enabling technologies. Business objects and frameworks are considered as enabling technologies for homogeneous approaches while eServices is the enabling technology for developing networked applications within an heterogeneous framework of business processes and infrastructure. Finally, the transition from eServices to transactions is described.
ESSENTIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INTEGRATED VALUE CHAINS
Success in today's global marketplace will depend on creating networks of cross-industry partners to provide products and services related to the customer's basic needs. In order for companies to be successful they need to evaluate innovative new strategies that capitalize on both the power of the Internet and the changes in market demands. Once the movement of information extends beyond the confines of a single organization, it requires the introduction of changes to the modeling of business activities manifested in the introduction of new improved business models. Moreover, it requires interoperable technology that allows business process to cross-organizational, computing and geographic boundaries.
eBusiness Enabled Models
Enterprises can only become an effective link in a leading value chain by reconceptualizing the company as a collection of business operations and processes, by reshaping corporate structures around modern business processes and by making their internal processes align with and support the integrated value-chain. This requires that new business models are created to offer a new way to deliver value to customers. Business modeling is the practice of abstracting and representing a business in a way that illuminates particular aspects for better understanding and communication. Models can represent enterprise or business area, markets, re-source supplies, demographics and so on. Models also represent business processes or data, such as business process reengineering (BPR) process models.
Over the past two decades businesses had to adapt and transform their organizations. A number of changed models have been introduced and tried during that time, but at best, they produced incremental improvements on the "fringes" with marginal bottom line results. Many involved change strategies that launched several change initiatives within the organization simultaneously, each narrowly focused on specific aspects of the organization with little or no pre-planning and coordination. Such an approach tries to change the organization's parts, but ultimately results in sub-optimizing the whole system for marginal bottom line performance. Any initiative to transform or change an enterprise must consider how that particular enterprise operates as an integrated whole, and its relationships with its suppliers, business partners and customers.
Most traditional seller-or product-driven businesses create value primarily at the product or line-of-business level. In contrast to this, the integrated value chain business model is customer-centric, where value is created at the relationship level across products and channels rather than at the individual product level. One important area of focus in the customer-centric model is on bundling different products and services within the same industry to create solutions. Many companies are adopting a customer-centric business model, becoming more responsive to and developing deeper relationships with customers. Relationships with suppliers, partners, and customers need to be mediated almost exclusively using Internet technology, and the integration possible is becoming deeper, broader and more seamless than was ever deemed possible.
Value-chain integration is necessary if vendors are to coordinate between "upstream" suppliers, internal operations (e.g., manufacturing processes), and "downstream" shippers and customers effectively. With this model, processes once perceived as internal to the company, now span the entire value chain. Effective service providers integrate their operations directly into the processes of their customers. With this model every company in the chain performs a set or sequence of activities to produce its products. The links between those activities provide a prime opportunity for competitive advantage, whether due to exceptional efficiency or some form of product differentiation. This chain of partners that work in sequence to create, market and move goods and services grows ever more complex. For example, take SouthWest Airlines value chains which have as strategic partners not only the Boeing Co., with all of their aircraft, but also General Electric Co., which makes the engines that Boeing uses. In addition, the airline has partners including jet fuel makers, travel agents, long-distance vendors and computer hardware and software markets in its value chain.
Cross-Enterprise Interoperability
Another important requirement is that integrated value-chains take advantage of existing and emerging technologies and systems that can be used to link and enable the entire value chain. The foundation of this barrier-free environment is interoperability: the ability of one system to process information from and to another at a syntactic and semantic level without requiring either system to make changes to accommodate the other (Yang, 2000) . Interoperability provides a solution for integrating technology incompatible and fragmented business processes and for managing end-to-end business processes in integrated value chains. Information systems play a major part in this drive for competitive edge as their interoperation allows business allied partners to use information much more effectively in the rapid delivery of goods and services to customers.
Value-chain integration means that an enterprise's business systems can no longer be confined to internal processes, programs and data repositories, rather they must interoperate with other such systems that support links in the supply chain. Unfortunately, present eBusiness implementations automate only a small portion of the electronic transaction process. For example, although ordering and distribution of goods can be fast, the supporting accounting and inventory information, payment and actual funds transfer -which require communication of business processes with business application systems -tends to lag by a substantial amount of time. Classical examples of business application systems, which typically rely on database support, is an accounts receivable system that keeps track of invoices sent and payments received. This time-lag and the decoupling of accounting and payment information systems from the ordering and delivery of goods and service (business) processes, increases the transactions credit risks. Moreover, it may often introduce discrepancies between various information sources requiring expensive and time-consuming reconciliations. Ideally, an eBusiness application should eliminate the gaps between ordering, distribution, and payment, enabling the development of interoperable links to record-keeping and accounting information systems. This requires that system incompatibilities be overcome and that business processes and information systems not only harmonize but they are also combined with legacy assets to accommodate a broader range of business process variability and evolution. This important issue is covered in some length in the following section.
LEVERAGING LEGACY ASSETS
In an enterprise framework there is a pressing demand to integrate "new generation" business processes with legacy perspectives, processes and applications. Legacy systems are systems that are critical for the day-to-day functioning of an organization, they normally comprise monolithic applications that consist of millions of lines of code in older programming languages (e.g., COBOL), are technically obsolete with a poor performance and hard to adapt and maintain (Umar, 1997; Brodie, 1995) . Few businesses can afford to completely abandon their existing information systems to implement new ones. Beyond the volumes of data collected in those systems, there are key features and functions that need to be continuously used even when new systems are introduced. Thus in addition to improved business modeling and interoperability it is important to make sure that critical applications are not obstacles to new ways of conducting business.
The break-up of monolithic business units and processes from a business perspective requires are structuring of the applications that support them and, at a minimum, finding a way to integrate them. Additionally, the nature of many of these new processes means that they must be integrated at the transaction level, not just via replication and batch transfers of data.
We can identify various types of legacy systems, ranging from highly decomposable legacy systems to monolithic (non-decomposable) systems (Brodie, 1995; Umar, 1997) . The highly decomposable systems can be decomposed in user interface components, application components and database components. However, it is not likely that most of the legacy systems will meet these requirements. Needs for legacy componentization could be met depending upon the business objectives. These may include: 1. Discarding. This strategy should be followed in case the legacy system has a low business value and a low technical condition, for example if the legacy system is non-decomposable. 2. Replacement. This strategy allows the implementation of the whole or parts of the legacy application to be upgraded or replaced at the component level, without having impact on other components. 3. Enhancement. The function of the legacy applications must be changed to meet new requirements. 4. Separation of concerns. This strategy separate a service a component provides and determines how to invoke it via its interface. 5. Selective integration. This strategy makes it easier to integrate parts of the legacy application into new systems. Reusing the services locked inside the legacy may not require reworking the existing application, just the ability to access it and integrate it into new systems. This option can be used if one wants to use (part of) the legacy system in current and future implementations. The tactics used to leverage existing investments in legacy systems by including them in a new computing environment can be summarized in the following: · Identify the logical content of the existing system in term of its data content and functionality. · Restructure the source of the legacy into separate component interfaces and express them as abstract interfaces that exclude implementation details. Publicize the interfaces and direct new applications to access this interface rather than the legacy system.
Object wrappers are a successful technology for combining business objects with legacy systems. Object wrapping is the practice of implementing a software architecture given pre-existing heterogeneous components. It allows mixing legacy systems with newly developed applications by providing access to the legacy systems. This is achieved by creating a wrapped interface to post an entry to a desired (legacy) business process such as Accounts Receivable, see Figure 1 (Umar, 1997) . This technological advancement can be achieved by harnessing the emerging distributed object management technology and by appropriately compartmentalizing existing software and applications. For example, a simple layer of software mapping the legacy APIs to, for example, CORBA IDL, provides for broader system interoperation and distribution of legacy system services through CORBA. Encapsulation is used to partition and componentize legacy systems. Each component can be objectified separately, and then the system can be re-integrated using objectbased messaging. The benefits of this approach is that each component can be reused, and system upgrades can happen incrementally. A detailed study of how legacy relational databases can be transformed to semantically equivalent representations accessible via object-oriented interfaces can be found in (Papazoglou, 1999) .
TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES FOR EBUSINESS AND INTEGRATED VALUE CHAINS
An important consequence of business modeling is that key competitive advantages can be gained by rethinking business processes both internally as well as externally. External rethinking examines the business partner's or customer's view of the enterprise, its product and services. Its goal is to make the enterprise more responsive and effective. Internal rethinking analyzes the flow of work that produces these products and services. This may include the usual intra-enterprise activities such as sales, marketing, manufacturing, distribution, accounting (fiscal). To accomplish the objective of business modeling, business processes must be (re)engineered in a manner which is both natural and leads to interoperable solutions in that they manage end-to-end business processes that span value chains. From a technology standpoint we distinguish between two possible interoperable frameworks within which diverse eBusiness processes and applications can be represented and performed. These include frameworks for the development of eBusiness applications based on homogeneous and heterogeneous infrastructure.
Homogeneous Approach: Business Components and Frameworks
The eBusiness objectives demand a fully integrated information framework and infrastructure. From a technology perspective, the challenge of integrated enterprise computing is to support the new management structures and the work procedures evolving in global markets. Business objects provide a powerful mechanism for dynamic business modeling and re-engineering. Business objects can be used for packaging shared business policy, process and data definitions and provide pre-assembled business functionality that can be used to wire together and customize business applications. They provide a natural way for describing application-independent concepts such as customers, products, orders, trades, bills, financial instruments and so on. Business-objects add value to a business by providing a way of managing complexity and giving a higher level perspective that is understandable by the business (Manola, 1998) . Moreover, business objects help to manage the architectural complexity of distributed object and three-tier client/ server computing. The whole concept of distributed computing can be viewed as simply a global network of cooperating business objects. Furthermore, mission critical legacy systems can be "wrapped" (see next section) to participate in this distributed object environment.
Business objects package together essential business characteristics such as business procedures, policy and controls around business data. This creates a semantic construct that holds together in a coherent unit the right business policy with the right data and ensures that the data is used in a manner consistent with the business intent. In contrast to a business object a business process is characterized by a set of interrelated activities that collectively accomplish a specific business objective, possibly, according to a set of pre-specified policies. A business object is data with behavior, while a business process operates on business objects, i.e., it changes their states and coordinates their interactions. Business processes interact in a predictable, repeatable manner to produce a recognized business activity of generic nature in a specific business domain, e.g., procurement management, general ledger, etc. Business processes are initiated by events that trigger activities in the organization (Curran, 1998) . These events can be internal (e.g., rules) or external (e.g., customer requests). The business processes are initiated on the basis of an incoming event (e.g., a customer request), and result in an outgoing event (e.g., the notification that a product is ordered). We collectively refer to business objects and processes as business components.
Business processes that operate within, across or between organizations in order to implement value chains that deliver eBusiness transactions may be implemented using a set of workflow definitions that are created to support discrete segments of the overall process. Workflow management systems support the definition, execution and controlling of the business processes. Workflow applications rely on an extensive foundation of reusable business components, viz. the core business processes, that form the basis for building new applications. Workflow support for integrated value chains provide the infrastructure to allow business processes to interact, cooperate and execute in a distributed manner across enterprise boundaries. This leads to reuse and sharing of business components across several eBusiness applications. Figure 2 illustrates a stratified integrated value chain framework for modeling business applications and for developing and delivering enterprise solutions. This enterprise framework provides business (and system) services that are necessary for functional organization and lifecycle of business components and its (vertical components) are the building blocks of applications targeted for business process or function specific industries. This enterprise framework consists of business components, processes, and workflow applications defined within a specific "vertical" industry, or across such industries. The integrated enterprise framework in Figure 2 provides a base for the effective encapsulation of business practices, policies, and tactics in modular high-level components. In other words it includes the basic (generic) business logic for a particular domain. Specialized applications can then be built by enhancing and extending this type of framework instead of having to build entire applications from scratch. This framework supports multiple eBusiness initiatives, integrates with legacy and ERP systems and assists in quick development and deployment of eBusiness enabled applications. The infrastructure provides separation of programming and administrative roles so that areas such as object location and security can be administered separately from program flow. Finally, it masks any platform specific, which increases the portability of applications and business components.
The component assembly approach of eBusiness applications is one in which each layer in the enterprise framework uses services (functionality) from one layer and offers services to another layer while hiding the details of the implementation. Interfaces (APIs) offer and receive this functionality. The interfaces define the services that the business component relies on and provides, as well as the semantics of the services offered. The highest two layers in the enterprise framework provide the core business functionality and facilities to develop eBusiness enabled (workflow) applications that can be easily combined and extended to offer a complete cross-organizational business solution. The enterprise framework comprises the following layers: 1. Workflow Enabled eCommerce Applications Layer: Traditional workflow environments concentrate on the internal business process -routing work from one user to the next. However, when we consider the needs of the modern enterprise, with its outsourced processes and complex partnerships, traditional models of internal control delivered via workflow are no longer relevant. The business processes evolve too quickly and when it comes to linking those evolving applications across organizational boundaries, all of the established approaches are inadequate. What the workflow layer, in Figure  2 , delivers is the ability to easily thread together distributed applications, supporting the integration of diverse users and other applications and systems.
The workflow layer provides the means for developing inter-business applications which interconnect and manage communication among disparate workflowbased business applications and put the business processes in motion. Distributed workflows use functionality provided by business process and objects and are normally built on a distributed object network infrastructure (Paul, 1998; Schmidt, 1998) , such as that provided by the middleware infrastructure layer. The purpose of distributed workflow technology for integrated value chains is to manage longrunning, process-oriented applications that automate business processes over enterprise-wide networks. For example, an order activity in a production planning process may start an appropriate order entry process at a closely aligned parts supplier. This type of cooperation can only be achieved if the workflow systems of the cooperating companies are loosely coupled. This results in the elimination of supply chain discontinuities that produce delays and waste. Workflow-enabled business processes can track transactions across, department, company and enterprise boundaries, tracking of the status of business activities, coordination of the flow of information of (inter and intra-) organizational activities and the possibility to decide among alternative execution paths (Papazoglou, 1997) .
One of the key aspects of multilateral electronic business is to effectively and seamlessly provide real-time integration of databases across multiple organizations. Thus workflow activities may invoke components from existing applications, for instance legacy (wrapped) objects, and combine them with newly developed applications comprising business objects and processes. 2. Business Process Layer: The core business process layer provides business objects and default business logic for selected vertical domains. This layer comprises two sublayers: the specialized business services and the generic business process sublayer. The specialized business process sublayer provides business processes, business objects and default business logic for a particular vertical domain, e.g., financial, manufacturing or health-care applications. These are used to develop customized workflow-enabled applications in a specific vertical domain by extending or overriding the default business behaviour. The generic business process sub-layer represents generic business services common to multiple vertical industries, e.g., retail (shopping order fulfillment and shipping) and business-to-business functions (procurement, order management, financials, inventory, supply chain management, etc). The approach taken here is to develop fragments of business processes with the relevant application functionality attached. These fragments are then combined as required to suit the needs of each workflow-enabled application. Rather than having to compose ever more complex end-to-end offerings, the enterprise can leave it to the knowledge worker to choose those elements that are most appropriate, combining the process fragments into a cohesive whole.
If business objects and processes are well defined and modelled using some kind of meta-model (e.g. UML), the building of integrated workflow enabled eCommerce applications on top of them, can be facilitated with the help of the MetaObject Facility (MOF) (http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/ meta.htm). MOF is a standardized repository for meta-data that contains the descriptions and definitions of the fundamental concepts that applications work with. As a meta-data modelling tool from OMG, the MOF goal is to allow interoperability across the application development cycle by supporting the definition of multiple meta models. To achieve this goal, the MOF specification defines a set of CORBA IDL interfaces that can be used to define and manipulate a set of interoperable meta-models and their corresponding models. It specifies precise mapping rules that enable the CORBA interfaces for meta-models to be automatically generated, thus encouraging consistency in manipulating metadata in all phases of the distributed application development cycle.
However, there are two constraints when using MOF (1) the generation of a concrete IDL for a meta-model is feasible only if the meta-model at hand is MOF compliant; (2) interoperability support is limited to CORBA based application design (as the provided mapping rules generate automatically only CORBA interfaces for the meta-models) and thus interoperation is not facilitated if other middleware or no middleware facility is used. 3. Common Business Object Layer: The common business objects (CBOs) are of three types: business objects commonly used in multiple application domains, business objects commonly used in multiple application domains, business object interfaces that provide interoperability between applications, and objects that implement frequently useful design patterns for business applications (Abinavam, 1998) . The first type of function is found in businessobjects which provide pre-assembled business functionality that can be used to bring together and customize applications. These provide a natural way for describing application-independent (common) concepts such as customers, products, orders, bills, financial instruments and temporal information, such as a quarterly earnings period or annual tax cycle. The second type of CBOs provides functions of commonly used business objects that can be used as the foundation for interoperability between applications by providing interfaces to core business processes. These CBOs allow independently developed applications to work together and enterprise framework applications to interoperate with legacy and ERP applications. The last type of CBOs supports design patterns that are useful in many different application domains. Typical examples of these include: classification types -used to represent userdefined types that modify business policies; and keyables -used to support balances across different composite keys (Abinavam, 1998) . 4. Middleware Services Layer: This layer provides the run-time environment and the distribution, reliability and security services required to support the common business objects and the core business processes. It caters for initiating, executing, sequencing and controlling instances of a process definition in conjunction with multi-cast protocols, delivery receipts, authenticated packages and smart firewalls (McConnel, 1997) . Many of the services of this layer are based on object service definitions from the Object Management Group (OMG). For example, this layer provides object transaction services, collection handling, communication between distributed objects, and persistence management. These functions may be provided by a CORBA compliant Object Request Broker (ORB) or they may be merged and combined with functions provided with Java as as these provided by the San Fransisco framework (Abinavam, 1998) . San Fransisco uses Java and Java's remote method invocation (RMI) as a basis for the object communication infrastructure. ORB functionality can be extended with functionality offered by Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP) monitors, such as for example Encina and Tuxedo, to provide the transactional properties required for supporting business-like transactions.
Since document exchange is an important step in automated business transaction for integrated value chains, there has been some work done in the area of providing framework for (meta)data description and processing so that (web) documents can be machine-understandable and therefore processed. Resource Description Framework (RDF) (http://www.w3.org/RDF) is one of the representative work in this area. RDF has been endorsed as a W3C Recommendation for the model to represent metadata as well as the syntax to encode and transport this metadata in a manner that maximizes the interoperability of independently developed web servers and clients. RDF emphasizes on providing facilities to enable automated processing of Web resources, which can be used in a variety of application areas, e.g., in resource discovery to provide better search engine capabilities; in cataloguing for describing the content and content relationships available at a particular web site by intelligent software agents to facilitate knowledge sharing and exchange, etc.
Although RDF can be used to automate some business process, its main purpose is for (web) document exchange. Therefore it does not facilitate the need such as to describe transaction scenarios and process capabilities which are core in integrated value chain. On the other hand, the BizTalk is an XML framework designed specifically for application integration and eCommerce. It includes a design framework for implementing an XML schema and a set of XML tags used in messages sent between applications. The design emphasis is to leverage the existing data models, solutions and application infrastructure, and adapt them for eCommerce through the use of XML. The information about publishing XML, XSL and information models and business processes supported by applications that support the BizTalk Framework can be found at http://www.biztalk.org.
Interoperation in integrated value chains is achieved mainly at the workflow and business process level, where cross-enterprise applications may invoke business services or script together business objects from different organizations. However, as eBusiness focuses increasingly on transenterprise communications and as the number of trading partners and sophistication of commerce applications increases, the need to harmonize business models, processes, terminology and representation formats rises rapidly. Many companies have already begun to organize and standardize their digital services in order to create and maintain sustainable network relationships with their trading partners. Common ontologies <www.ontology.org> are being developed in several industry sectors so that trading companies can interact by sharing a common terminology to avoid misunderstandings. For example, many industries such as electronics, automotive and aerospace, have already established standard XML DTDs to create a standard shared terminology for their respective vertical industry.
The generic enterprise framework shown in was influenced by projects like the eCo architecture (McConnel, 1997) and business frameworks such as San Francisco (Abinavam, 1998) . Objective of the eCo framework is to define an architecture through which information on eCommerce systems can be communicated and within which the diverse world of eCommerce can be represented. ECo offers a suite of services providing business components interconnected using a distributed object management protocol (like CORBA). San Francisco is a multi-layered architecture using distributed object and framework technologies to provide an infrastructure that can be used to build eBusiness applications. It also provides object models for specific domain business processes and default business logic that can be used to start building applications in these domains. San Francisco is implemented using the Java language this makes San Francisco and applications developed using it portable across many platforms. The current product contains implementations for the following business activities: General Ledger, Accounts Receivable/Payable, Order Management and Warehouse Management. In many situations it is desirable to facilitate spontaneous commerce between trading partners without custom integration or prior agreement on specific industrywide standards. In such cases business documents represent a more intuitive and flexible way to access business services than programming business process APIs. In such situations it is much easier to interconnect companies in terms of the documents they exchange, on which they largely agree, rather than in terms of their business system interfaces (Glushko, 1999) . The coupling in such situations is looser and interoperation is achieved by means of a Common Business Language such as the electronic business XML (ebXML) www.ebxml.org. ebXML consists of a set of XML document type definitions that are common for business to business (ANSI X12 EDI) transactions across most industries. Its purpose is to preserve and extend the EDI infrastructure, by leveraging semantics and structure of EDI standards such as X12 and EDIFACT. Some concepts and constructs needed in these "vertical" specifications apply to all business domains and are expressed in a common way across vendors to enable ebXML-based eBusiness. These constructs include descriptions of businesses, products and individuals, measurements, date, time, location, currencies, business classification codes and so on. Translation services can be developed to handle the mapping from one company's XML documents onto document formats used by its trading partner and into data formats required by its own legacy systems. A complete business integration solution along the lines of ebXML requires: standardized tags (meta-data), for each industry sector; a means for mapping between different meta-data descriptions; and means for processing XML documents and invoking business applications and services provided by business processes and workflows. Figure 3 shows a conceptual model for two trading partners, engaging in a simple business transaction interchange. This model is provided as an illustration of the process and steps that may typically be required using ebXML Applications and related Components and is adapted from (ebXML, 2000) . In Figure 3 , Company A requests an ebXML specification from an ebXML Registry that contains a set of ebXML specifications in order to determine if it wants to become an ebXML compliant participant (Figure 3, step 1) . Company A, after reviewing the specification that it receives, decides to build and deploy its own ebXML compliant application (Figure 3 , steps 2 and 3). Company A then submits its own implementation details, reference links, and Trading Partner Profile (TPP) as a request to the ebXML Registry (Figure 3, step 4) . The TPP submitted describes the company's ebXML capabilities and constraints, as well as its supported business scenarios (XML versions of the business processes). The TPP is verified and acknowledged by the ebXML Registry (Figure 3 , step 5). Company B is then informed by Company A that they would like to engage in a business transaction using ebXML. Subsequently, the Company B queries the ebXML Registry about Company A and Company A's profile is retrieved (Figure 3 , steps 6 and 7). Based on the TPP, the application determines that it is able to execute a specific scenario that Company A supports. Before engaging in that the scenario Company B submits a proposed Trading Partner Agreement (TPA) directly to Company A's ebXML compliant software interface. The TPA outlines the eBusiness scenario and specific arrangement(s) it wants to use with Company A, as well as certain messaging, contingency and security-related requirements (Figure 3, step 8 ). Company A accepts the TPA and acknowledgement is sent directly to Company B (Figure 3, step  9 ). Since the scenario from Company A was not available in the software package that Company B is using, the application requests it and receives it from the ebXML Registry (Figure 3, step 10 and 11) . Based on the business processes (contained in the process models) and business messages exchanged Company A and B are now engaging in eBusiness utilizing ebXML specifications via their respective software applications (Figure 3, step 12 ).
Interoperability in ebXML is achieved by applying business objects across business models that enable representation of business relationships between interacting companies in a shared business process. Business objects and business processes are contained in a business library which is used in conjunction with a lexicon that contains data and process definitions as expressed in business terminology and organized per industry sector. The fact that component technology is also used to support ebXML business activities makes it easy to integrate ebXML-based applications with business object frameworks such as those depicted in Figure 2 .
Heterogeneous Approaches: eServices
Traditionally, integrated value chain applications have been viewed as a collection of cooperating business components that run over multiple organizations in a relatively closed network. As a result, these environments are geared toward a homogeneous infrastructure and tightly coupled applications where a client process expects a particular server interaction syntax and semantics. However, these environments do not facilitate spontaneous, or dynamic commerce between trading partners without prior custom integration. There is a need for computing infrastructure that enables the building of complex applications by combining (heterogeneous) data and processes offered in the form of services available across the network. Applications in an open Internet environment are better characterized as a collection of independent eServices from different vendors, or enterprise applications, interacting with (or using) other eServices owned by different vendors or even different divisions within a company. These eServices normally have very diverse data structures, processing capabilities and qualities and are offered by different providers.
Businesses in an integrated value chain may offer a set of eBusiness "services" to each other. Broadly speaking we may characterize an eService as a software component that performs business related activities and may conduct transactions over the Internet. Examples of such services include catalogue browsing, ordering products, making payment, checking order status, product life cycle, new product introduction and so on. Each business describes the types of business services offered, their interfaces, and other information needed to use a particular service offering. The types of services and their interfaces can vary among business providers, although a group of businesses or marketplace may adopt some common conventions. For example, in a specific vertical industry, businesses participating in that industry could agree on a common catalog update service, a product data exchange service, a failure analysis service and so on.
Each provided eService contains a service interface and a service description and may be composed of sub-services. eServices can continue to recur until an atomic service is reached. In addition to sub-services, a service may invoke other services in order to complete that service. For example, a service might "wrap" a traditional EDI system defined in accordance with a human readable specification. By examining the service interface, potential partners can be made aware of each others offerings or get the specification. Regardless of the method used, a potential trading partner must be able to fully determine the protocols required for using a service by examining the information available through the service description environment.
Each eService represents an interface to a business process. At the highest level, businesses interact by using the services of each other within the context of some business process. At the most abstract level, eServices refer to the resources accessible via the Web which provide structured data sources (e.g., databases), semi-structured (e.g., HTML documents) or unstructured information sources (e.g., text files, images), and computational software (e.g., business processes/applications, workflows, or agents). The availability of diverse electronic services on the Web has raised high expectations for flexible and efficient sharing of services, which has been witnessed in the areas such as electronic catalogs, digital libraries, Web-based value chain networks, Web-based healthcare systems, just to mention a few. Integrated value chains have significant competitive advantages over traditional enterprises. They can provide new services and products without the investment and delays a traditional enterprise requires, and may utilize the best-intheir-class component services without having to develop them.
The development of cooperative applications which share Web-accessible services is still an ad hoc very demanding, and time consuming task. It typically requires an enormous effort of low level programming. The problem is further aggravated by the fact that the service space in the Web is dynamic, diverse and very large. The main goal of this section is to enhance the fundamental understanding of how to describe the Web-accessible services so that they can be efficiently and effectively created, searched, shared, and combined in order to develop integrated value systems applications. This involves providing high-level modeling constructs to describe services (by means of their interfaces and semantics), to query services and to compose new services from available services. In the following sections we discuss the stages in eService development and the issues in describing services. We also describe our approach as well as the state of the art enabling technology in service development.
Steps in eService based Integrated Value Chain Application Development
In order to develop integrated value chain applications based on eServices through the web an organization needs to go through the following steps: · Service Presentation: Firstly, business application functionality has to be offered in the form of eServices for on-line access. Typical technologies that can be used at this step are XML, Java applets and servlets, CGI and homegrown software for the communication with the back-end databases. During this step, legacy applications of the organization can be integrated with the Web front-end, allowing customers to effectively use eServices that map to legacy components. Typical examples are enterprise portals and web interfaces for accessing various services. · Service Registration and Publication: The second step involves the publication of the service interfaces in a form that can be understood and queried by other organizations when developing a networked application. Therefore an expressive and declarative service description language needs to be developed so that services can be searched, selected, and combined. · Service Selection: Tools and facilities should be offered for querying the service descriptions with the aim of understanding their functionality and appropriateness for an application. The ultimate goal is to be able to select advertised services from various organizations in an integrated value system setting. · Service Composition: The final step is the availability of facilities that enable the construction of an integrated value system application by means of combining existing services and composing new services on the basis of a service library. This step involves issues such as service composability, compatibility, conformance and substitutability.
Once the service is properly described and advertised, it is ready to be retrieved and used in building integrated value system applications (eServices). Services that belong to different enterprises can then be fused together and become part of an integrated value system application. Existing integrated value system applications can be stored in an application library and can be also re-used and specialized, just like services, to develop newer applications. In essence, existing applications are another form of high-level service. In this way eServices may transparently invoke legacy (wrapped) applications and combine them with newer generation business processes.
We assume that (1) individual business service designers require no direct knowledge or access of the models and implementations used by other enterprises; (2) services that belong to different enterprises are integrated and interact only via their inter-enterprise interface specifications. Inter-enterprise services are functional abstractions of a collection of (business) services provided by individual enterprises.
Issues in Service Modeling and Description
The current advances in Web technology represent an important development in information processing. However, there is no model or methodology available for describing (advertising), querying and composing eServices in a systematic manner which make them easy to adapt, to verify and to deploy. This is poorly supported by existing process models for the following reasons: · Service heterogeneity: different enterprises typically model their process using different conceptual, process and/or execution models. Even if workflow and data exchange standards are followed, each process requires different handling and there doesn't seem to be a general solution for dealing with heterogeneity in any model. A solution to this problem is provided by (Georgakopoulos et al, 1999) who suggest that process models that capture application semantics and provide effective abstractions via sub-classing can deal better with heterogeneity than other process models that bury integration semantics in the code of some integration programs and, based on this rationale, they propose the Collaboration Management Model (CMM). · Service autonomy: The integration of the individual (business) services can be captured by the use of generic invocation and feedback activities. We also note that using such existing process technology to integrate services can only be accomplished by a tight integration of services and this leads to specification explosion. An orthogonal problem is that service integration using lowlevel activities may not be possible at all since it requires that the designer or an integrator has detailed knowledge and access of the services that are used by the other enterprises. This assumption and approach of modeling is not possible with usual enterprise policies. Enterprises often protect their processes and their related implementation, since they can be observed, measured, and analyzed to reveal important details about the efficiency of an enterprise in delivering a service of a product (e.g., required cost, time etc). Preliminary research contribution in this area is the Service Oriented Process (SOP) model that models supply chains as multienterprise processes that integrate, dynamically select and invoke services offered by external businesses. SOP decouples service interfaces from service implementation and thus enables multi-enterprise processes to include activities specified only as an abstract interface, i.e. to include activity place holders. · Multiple service providers: There may be multiple service providers that offer the same or similar services, i.e., their services can be used to achieve the same or similar objectives. Normally a customer may use the services that offer the most favorable terms in achieving its business objectives. To select the best collection of services, a service integrator may perform dynamic service selection and integration to dynamically construct a new service. This task is heavily dependent on the way the services are modeled and described. There are preliminary research contributions in the area of service quality and automatic service selection via service brokering in the literature (Geppert, 1998; Bichler, 1998) .
Representation of eServices
Most existing work in representing services is done by interface specification, e.g., CORBA IDL. However a service interface is only a declarative specification of service syntax and is therefore not sufficient on its own to develop integrated value chain applications. It normally includes application specific activities, operations and application specific states. These capture the complex interactions between clients and service providers. In addition, service interfaces specify input and output parameters. Additional means to advertise and discover services in an integrated value chain environment (such as the semantics) are required that support the service life-cycle that covers the time even before a service is captured and wrapped by a basic service activity and service wrapper processes.
In this section we propose to use a declarative service description language (SDL) for service describing, advertising, and service assembling. In contrast to traditional database and programming languages, SDL will not focus on providing query and computation constructs. Instead, it will offer constructs for describing existing services, facilitating, creating and composing new services, capturing their interaction and invoking their operations. Note that CORBA's IDL and scripting languages such as Perl are too low level to provide for efficient sharing for the available eServices. More importantly, these languages interleave the code for service access and integration which makes the reuse and evolution of the service very complex. The language we propose accepts as input information from the business model and is expressive enough to supplement the business modeling constructs with the following: · Provide a comprehensive description of the service semantics. This includes the description of: o Service properties, i.e., service general information (e.g., identification, owner), service access information (e.g., service location -URL, the maximum time for a conversation between the service and a service requester, public key certificate). o Service Ontology, i.e., what is the service about and the terminology that is needed to discover the service. o Service Cost, i.e., the estimated cost for using the service or the information provided by the service. o Payment, i.e., the way the service receives the payment from the customers. o Actors, i.e., the people or organizations who are using the service. o Authorization/security/visibility, i.e., who can see/use what (service con tents and functions). o Service contents, which specifies the content and the structure of the underling service, e.g., the attributes, objects, the constraints on use of attributes/objects, etc. o Service capability, which specifies the access patterns that the service supports. For example at the system level, one can look at the service i n t e rface, conditions for combining services and deriving consistent results; while at the data level, one may look at such services as selection of objects on the basis of values of attributes, a join across objects, and delivery of data as an XML file. The access pattern declared for a service provides the way of describing applications supported by the service or the functionalities supported by the service wrapper. In other words, this is a set of meta-information that is needed for the service to be selected, retrieved and reused. Figure 4 gives a description for a hypothetical Bidding service offered by some enterprise in SDL. · Support service extensibility. The language will provide a set of generic classes and composition operators. The generic classes provide a minimal set of features required for accessing, monitoring, and controlling services. The composition operators can be used to reuse, extend and custom- The creation of a value-added service from integration of a small number of known and loosely coupled services. In this case, the integrator (i.e., the developer of the value-added service) defines value chains the desired service by examining all the services to be integrated. A typical example is the creation of an integrated value system that provides, e.g., product manufacturing value chain. A participant service focuses on one activity in the valueadded service and partners with multiple other services in other value chains. o
The creation of a value-added service from a potential large number of (unknown) loosely coupled services. In this case, the integrator defines value chains a description of desired activities in the service (e.g., searching books, buying books, etc.). This creates a container of a desired actual service that can offer (fully or partially) the desired activities. At any time during the lifespan of a service, an actual service provider can locate containers of interest and register the service in them. By doing so, the proposed language provides appropriate abstractions for creating virtual services. A typical example is the creation of a virtual enterprise where service providers dynamically form temporary alliances, joining their services in order to share their costs, skills and resources in offering the value-added service. The service can then be dispensed with when it is no longer profitable or actual. Figure 5 , illustrates the process of service composition and creating valueadded services. In this figure we assume that this enterprise is offering an Auction- 
Enabling Technologies
One of the most recent and relevant initiatives in eService development is Espeak (www.e-speak.net) from Hewlett Packard (www.hp.com) which is an open software platform designed specifically for the development, deployment, and intelligent interaction of eServices. Once services become e-speak enabled, they can dynamically discover and negotiate with each other, can mediate on behalf of their users, and can compose themselves into more complex services with each strategies, development environments, or device capabilities.
The E-speak platform consists of the following two components: · The E-speak Service Framework Specification (SFS) that defines integrated value chains standard business interactions and conventions, such as XML documents. It provides a detailed framework in which Internet B2B eServices can discover each other, negotiate according to user-defined criteria, reach agreement on product, pricing, and delivery terms and combine other eServices to provide value added services. ·
The E-speak Service Engine, a high-performance software implementation of the SFS, which implements business collaboration conventions expressed as both Java and XML APIs. It supports (1) dynamic discovery of other eServices that meet specific attributes; (2) negotiation between requester and service provider; (3) monitoring transactions in real-time; (4) composition of independent eServices in to a complex end-to-end solution. In summary, E-speak allows the clients/service to interact with each other in a more abstract way. Once an E-service is e-speak-enabled, the provider has to register the service with a host system by creating a description of the service that consists of its specific attributes. Users looking for eServices then describe the type of service they want and e-speak will automatically discover registered services that have the desired attributes.
Compared with other middleware such as CORBA, e-speak supports higher level concepts, i.e., services, rather then interfaces between applications distributed over the Internet. In contrast with the middleware, e-speak doesn't require applications to have fixed locations or interactions, so it allows broader, dynamic access to data. Currently, E-speak has the following limitations: · It does not provide query facilities that allow users to ask sophisticated questions about the information of services besides the contents and the structure, e.g., the status, interaction mode, etc, to have a feel of what the service is about, how it looks like, and how to access it; · It doesn't address the critical factors for service registration, i.e., what should be described from the services so that accurate service searching can be performed.
Nevertheless, E-speak can be used as a platform to implement our framework for service description discussed in this section. It is worth mentioning here that, some reflective operations, e.g., refMetaObject, refItself, refIsInstanceOf, provided by the CORBA reflective module (defined in the reflective interfaces) can be used for retrieving object meta-data, if MOF is used. However, these operations are rather primitive, non-declarative, and therefore not suitable for end-user.
The most recent industry initiative in service registration, discovering and integration is the Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) standard (www.uddi.org). UDDI is a specification for distributed web-based information registries of eServices that can be used in conjunction with E-speak to remedy some of the problems stated above. It takes advantage of standards such as XML (Extensible Markup Language) and TCP/IP, HTTP, DNS (Domain Name System) and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) protocols to create a uniform service description format and service discovery protocol. More specifically, the UDDI specifications consist of an XML schema for SOAP messages and a description of the UDDI API specification. These form together a base information model and interaction framework that provides the ability to publish information about a wide range of web services.
The core component of UDDI is the UDDI business registration, an XML file used to describe a business entity and its eServices. The UDDI business registry is a logically centralized, physically distributed service with multiple root nodes that replicate data with each other on a regular basis. Once a business registers with a single instance of the business registry service, the data is automatically shared with other UDDI root nodes and becomes freely available to anyone who needs to discover what services are exposed by a given business. In this way, the UDDI business registry provides "registered once, published everywhere" access to information about web services.
Conceptually, a UDDI business registration contains three components: 'white pages' including address, contact and known identifiers, 'yellow pages' including industrial categorizations based on standard taxonomies and 'green pages' that contain the technical information about the services exposed by the business. Green pages include references to specifications for eServices as well as support for pointers to various file and URL based discovery mechanisms if required.
UDDI is designed to complement existing online market places and search engines by providing them with standardized formats for programmatic business and service discovery. The ability to locate parties that can provide a specific product or service at a given price or within a specific geographic boundary in a given timeframe is not directly covered by UDDI specifications. These kinds of advanced discovery features require further collaboration and design work between buyers and sellers. Instead, UDDI forms the basis for defining theses services at a higher level.
The UDDI founding companies (Ariba, IBM and Microsoft) are launching a jointly operated UDDI business registry on the web. Registration of businesses and services is not available at the time this paper is being written, but it is planned to be available soon.
FROM ESERVICES TO BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS
Transactions in the eBusiness arena are usually long lived propositions involving negotiations, commitments, contracts, floating exchange rates, shipping and logistics, tracking, varied payment instruments, exception handling and customer satisfaction. Performance of these tasks requires involving collaborative computing technologies to support the eService paradigm. In this section we present our vision regarding business transactions.
eService technology can serve to manage long-running, process-oriented applications that automate business processes over enterprise-wide networks and deliver the semantics of database-like transactions for eBusiness. A business transaction (BT) can be perceived as a script prescribing the combination -and subsequent interoperation -of business processes and objects to reach a joint business goal. A BT-service can be viewed as comprising two types of eServices: atomic E-services and non-atomic E-services. A BT-service identifies which eServices should be executed in an atomic (all or nothing) fashion. Atomicity guarantees that if for some reason the transaction fails, e.g., is aborted, all of its changes are undone, and it will be as though the transaction never run. Atomic eServices as activity implementations frequently appear when the business model represents one of the core business processes (order entry, etc.) of an enterprise. Non-atomic eService activity implementations are frequently found within support processes (travel expense accounts, etc.). If for some reason the atomic eService identified by the BT-service cannot be successfully completed, then all running eServices should be aborted and completed ones are compensated by having their effects revoked.
Rather than having to compose ever more complex end-to-end offerings as in the case of the homogeneous approach, the enterprise can leave it to the application developer to choose those elements that are most appropriate, combining the eService fragments into a cohesive BT-service whole. At run-time the BT-service management system will manage the flow of control and data between the business processes and will establish transaction boundaries around them as defined in the transaction script. A BT-service may utilize workflow technology to bundle eServices together and provide the sequence of business activities, arrangement for the delivery of work to the appropriate organizational resources; tracking of the status of business activities; coordination of the flow of information of (inter and intra-) organizational activities and the possibility to decide among alternative execution paths (Papazoglou, 1997) .
Business transactions have several distinguishing characteristics when compared with traditional database transactions. Firstly, they extend the scope of traditional transaction processing as they may encompass classical transactions which they combine with non-transactional processes. Secondly, they group both classical atomic as well as non-atomic computations together into a unit of work that reflects the semantics and behavior of their underlying business task. Thirdly, they transactions usually operate on document-based information objects such as documents and forms. A document is traditionally associated with items such as manuals, letters, bids and proposals. A form is traditionally associated with items such as invoices, purchase orders and travel requests. Both these media are arranged according to some predefined structure. Forms-based objects are closely aligned with business transactions which have numerical nature while document-based objects are associated with contracts or bids. This allows business transactions to interchange everything from product information and pricing proposals to financial and legal statements. By using XML as the common format for exchanging document and forms based information, associated with business transactions, organizations can simplify and streamline the exchange of commercial data. In a recent development IBM has submitted a specification for defining and implementing eContracts called Trading Partner Agreement Markup Language (tapML) (Sachs, 2000) . The foundation of tpaML is the Trading Partner Agreement (TPA). A TPA is an eContract that uses XML to stipulate the general terms and conditions, participant roles, e.g., buyers and sellers, communication and security protocols, and a business protocol (such as valid actions and sequencing rules). A TPA thus defines how trading partners will interact at the transport, document exchange, and business protocol levels. XML-based TPA documents capture the essential information upon which trading partner must agree in order for their applications and business processes to communicate.
The combination of eService technology with XML based development can lead to a flexible BT environment. Consider the following business transaction scenario involving two companies. A company (buyer) is placing an order with a supplier company. This could be an XML document which can be routed to the appropriate manger for approval. The invocation parameters together with the eService name (purchase order) is then dispatched to the supplier together with an ensuing contract specifying the terms and conditions of the purchase in a similar manner to that outlined above. The supplier then accepts the contract and a summary is returned to the buyer. The supplier then issues the appropriate shipping instructions to a shipping company (in the form of an eService). An invoice is then sent to the buyer in XML. Appropriate changes are made to the invoice systems to reflect the order, inventory, and accounting changes from this particular business transaction, see Figure 6 .
For eBusiness transactions to become a more viable vehicle for integrated value chains, there are a number of security issues that must be resolved. Among the technical efforts to address these concerns is the development of a secure electronic transaction (SET) specification for payment over the web.
The Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) protocol <www.setco.org> was developed jointly by payment card companies, specifically Visa and MasterCard, and software manufacturers. SET offers advancements in Internet and is the first end-to-end solution. SET makes use of Netscape's Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), Microsoft's Secure Transaction Technology (STT), and Terisa System's Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol and uses aspects of a public key infrastructure. The SET specification is designed to enable payment security for all involved, authenticate card-holders and merchants, provide confidentiality of payment data, and define protocols for potential electronic security service providers. Currently, IBM and Verisign are extending SET to achieve product interoperability <www.setco.org/ interoperability.html>. The three basic types of payment interoperability pursued are: consumer/merchant interoperability where any consumer may purchase from any merchant; merchant/gateway interoperability which indicates the ability for any gateway to acquire transactions from any merchant; and SET component/certificate authority interoperability which indicates the ability for any SET component (such as card-holder wallet or merchant) to obtain SET certificates from any SET certificate authority.
Such activities address several of the security requirements of integrated value chains and can provide the basic infrastructure necessary for the development of a secure transaction framework that will guarantee interoperability at the level of secure business transactions.
SUMMARY
The broadening of an enterprise's view beyond its direct suppliers and customers, the optimisation of business practices for an entire value chain and the drive towards strategic partnerships and integrated value chains is among the most important factors for remaining competitive in the digital era. However, the incompatibility and heterogeneity of business models and systems across different enterprises is a still a major obstacle. Efficient business process management technology and business to business communication as well as efficient enterprise application integration technology for combining mission-critical legacy systems with new business components are necessary prerequisites for success in this environment.
In this chapter we have given a detailed account of the business and technology considerations, as well as infrastructural support, that are required to enable the transition of organizations from relative independence and functionally oriented business thinking to integrated value chains. More specifically, we have examined new business models and cross-enterprise interoperability which, along with leveraging legacy systems, constitute essential requirements for integrated value chains and then, we demonstrated how business processes and information systems can be combined with legacy assets in order to accommodate a broader range of business process variability and evolution. Subsequently, we distinguished between two possible interoperable frameworks (from technology point of view) for implementing integrated value chains: the homogeneous vs. the heterogeneous framework for eBusiness applications development. We considered business components and frameworks as enabling technologies within a homogeneous framework and demonstrated how they can be used for developing networked applications within such an environment. eServices were then considered as enabling technology for developing integrated value chain applications within a heterogeneous framework. Along these lines, we described issues related to eService based application development as well as enabling technologies and we analysed our approach for eService application development. We finally illustrated how business transactions can be combined with eServices to provide flexible electronic business solutions.
